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How did you get your first
job?

This question has a couple twists to it. After my dad died and I

started to spend summers with my brother Larry, I would do odd

jobs around his neighborhood to get extra money.

The first one I remember was a cutting grass for a few neighbors.

That was going along well until an elderly lady asked me to pull

weeds out of all her flower beds. I remember I cut her lawn first

and then started on the weeds. It took a long time and I

remember filling several bags of weeds. After I cleaned up the

sidewalks, I told her I was done. When she came out, she started

screaming!! I not only pulled all the weeds out but all her

annuals. It was my last day working at that house.

Another job I had during the summer was detailing cars for my

brother’s company. I loved cleaning and waxing cars for the

family, so this fit right in to be doing something you enjoyed. I
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would vacuum, wash, dry and then hand wax the cars, listening

to 60’s music all day long. For you car buffs, they were all Buick

Electra 225’s both hard top and convertibles. The wax back then

was a paste wax. You used a clean rag to spread, let it dry and

then hand buff. BIG and long, the 225 was a luxury car plus. I

think that experience convinced me to always keep my personal

car clean even to today. I just love opening my car door to get in

and the interior is spotless.

But my first real job with a time clock and paycheck was for the

City of Brooklyn. It started during the summer once school let

out. If you were good they would ask you back during Christmas

break. There were a variety of summer duties from cutting grass,

digging ditches and most important working on the garbage

detail. The garbage trucks were huge, smelly and old. You

climbed in the cab of the truck with the other worker and driver.

Once you arrived at your first street, you would get out and start

going house to house. Now this was back before large plastic

garbage bags and plastic cans. The cans were metal with a cover.

The garbage was loose, not in bags and in the summer when you

removed the lid, the smell was horrendous. If the garbage was in

the can for a while, after you emptied it, there were white little

maggots covering the bottom of the can . This was also before

mulching lawn mowers, so people would just throw the grass

clippings in a can. When they sat in the can for a week of
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summer heat, it had a very distinct odor, not a good one.

But every Friday you got a paycheck. It was here you first learned

about the tax system. What a shock. But even after that, you had

your own money to spend as you wanted. Now at $1.35 an hour it

wasn’t a big amount of money, but it was yours. You worked and

were rewarded. When people talk about their first first job wage,

I always say mine was $1.35 an hour and all you can eat.
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How do you prefer to
travel?

How do I prefer to travel? In one word ——— quickly!

When it’s vacation time, my family calls it ” Dad’s stress time “.

I hate the pressure of packing, waking up on time, leaving on

time for the airport, parking, getting to the gate, baggage claim,

car rental lines and finding the hotel or Condo. My vacation does

not begin until I am unpacking. Now add a connecting flight to

this equation and all that doubles. Fortunately, after 38 years of

this BS, my bride knows my faults and concerns and tries to

make everything easier. That’s my explanation for flying.

Driving somewhere for vacation makes more sense for me right?

You would think so. At 73 I really can’t drive somewhere for too

long without my poor body feeling the strain. But the worst part

for me is driving on the Interstates through major cities. Driving

I95 up and down Florida scares the bee jeebies out of me. Way
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too hectic with crazy drivers all over. All this probably started as

I traveled for business and had a few clients in Georgia. Driving

through Atlanta has to be the worst. So a leisurely drive through

back roads in my convertible probably makes the most sense. But

remember the word quickly?

Pam has some friends raving about a scenic train ride through

Canada. I just can’t imagine being stuck on a train that only

stops when they tell you and in the evening you get off to eat,

sleep and then get right back on.

But all this changes if the final destination is a cruise. I really

love cruising. Sun, open spaces, fine dining, space to hide,

watching the ocean, my own little balcony and unbelievable

service. Ahhhh, cruising .

So I know right. I sound like a real pain in the butt and a total

bore. I AM.
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Do you believe that people
can change? Why or why

not?

I really don’t think anyone can answer NO to this question.

People change every day all the time. Some of it is obvious and

some is not. I am not the same person at 73 that I was at 23, 33 or

43.

But to go deeper in the question, “Can people change

overnight?” Can you wake up a changed person from the one

that went to bed? We just watched a program on TV about a girl

that went out to a party, hooked up with a stranger, partied all

night, went to his place and crashed. When she woke up, he was

lying next to her in a pool of blood with his throat cut. Her life

changed instantly!!

But my story goes in a different direction. Although I truly

believe my personality has remained constant all these years,
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(even in my yearbook people said not to lose my sense of humor)

my perspective of eternity and purpose of life was changed

overnight. December 14, 1980 to be exact.

I married too young, had two beautiful girls, tore apart a

marriage and family over worldly things and spent the next 7

years doing what I wanted for me. I played organized sports all

year round. I was Mr Organizer for parties at work and spent the

weekends just having fun. No thought of helping others, no

thought of relationships and certainly no thought of eternity. I

lived in a high rise, spent the summers by the pool EVERYDAY

and had a great circle of friends. I owned a vintage Buick

convertible, a moped to tool around the city and the freedom to

do anything I wanted. At work I was one of the youngest

managers in the company, traveling all over to meet with clients

to resolve service issues. If you hide what I did to my family, I

was a pretty nice guy. Occasionally people would talk religion to

me, but with a Catholic upbringing, all that meant was going to

church on holidays, throwing a dollar in the collection plate and

not eating meat on Friday. I remember one instance when my

Secretary was talking about sending her Christmas bonus to Billy

Graham. I laughed at her. Why would you do that? I asked. What

a waste!

Well, December 14th changed all that. Not seeing my brothers

family for years, I accepted their invitation to dinner in Akron.
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The catch was we would go to church first. I was ok with that. I

could think about other things while this guy was talking. But

that’s not what happened. I heard him talk about Joseph, the

father of Jesus. He talked about what we know about Joseph,

which was not much. We did not know his family, his net worth

or anything about him personally. But what we do know is that

he listened to God through the angel and the world was changed

forever. What a great reputation to have. A man obedient to God.

Then came the clincher. Pastor Burnham looked out to the 1200

people in attendance and asked - How will you be known after

you die? My mind flooded with words of description - Comedian,

home wrecker, adulterer, pagan, party boy and finally sinner. He

then asked - - Are you ready to follow Jesus and be known as a

CHRISTIAN? All those other titles would be washed away. Your

life and path would be new. Your past would be forgiven. I would

be Born Again!!

So when I woke up December 15th 1980, I was changed,

completely and forever.
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What did you learn from
your parents?

Those of you that know me know the answer to this question.

With my Dad dying when I was 8, I have VERY FEW memories of

him yet alone learning moments. I did witness a man who

worked hard for his family, one that was willing to take a risk in

his career to please his wife and one that had friends in his

immediate circle. I learned recently through Ancestry.com that

my dad never went passed the 10th grade. I guess you could say

he lived the American dream. Worked hard, owned a home in the

suburbs and was raising his family to his best ability. I truly

believe he would be very happy to see how his three boys turned

out.

Lessons from my mom were a totally different story. She took

my fathers passing very hard. From her trying to climb into the

coffin as they closed it to the many years of heavy drinking that

followed. It’s those memories of the funeral that are etched in
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mind and shape my attitude toward funeral parlors, church

services and cemetery services. When I die, my family knows I

don’t want any of that BS. Losing your partner to death at 43 had

to be very difficult for my mom. She did not work or have a

driver’s license and still had two boys living at home. I have no

idea how the finances were for the family but I can’t imagine

they were very good. She became a school guard for the City of

Brooklyn along with running a part time floral business out of

the house. While she was very talented with flowers, the business

side of things left much to be desired. I can remember delivering

corsages around the neighborhood for Easter or Christmas and

when people said they didn’t have the money, my mom would

give away the flowers. Kind heart, empty bank account. The

years after that, I would prefer to forget. They were not pleasant

memories and I can assure you nothing good was passed down to

the only child left at home.

I’m sure another question down the line will be other influences

in my life beside my parents. Below is the only picture I have of

my dad with his boys. I would guess the year to 1948-49.
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What are your favorite
possessions? Why?

Well I would have to put Little Fish Acres on that list since it

means so much to my wife and partner. We never thought 40

years ago that we would ever live on 5 acres with a four bedroom

four bathroom home. It has been a blast and as we talk about

downsizing, it takes on an even deeper place in my heart. I can

remember during the inspection of the house, standing on the

back deck with my daughter Kellie saying what the heck did I get

myself into?!!!! But it’s been a home of fun, laughter, parties,

sleepovers, fireworks, client dinners, bonfires, Gideon meetings,

Christmas memories and hot tub mornings. When Pam comes

home from showing house all day she says “we have a great

house”!!

The only other possession I would put on this list would be my

convertible. Since I’ve owned eight of them in my lifetime I

guess you could tell I really enjoy them. Keeping them clean ( see
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previous question ) and driving with the top down whenever it’s

warm and dry just puts a smile on my face. I’ve had a yellow

Chevrolet that I painted black, a new maroon MG Midget that

was awesome, a very clean used Buick that I crashed at the

lowest part of my life, a brand new black Chrysler that Pam and I

picked out, then a blue Chrysler, white LeBaron, a black Sebring

and now a black Buick with lots of bells and whistles.

All pretty neat but it’s just stuff
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If you could have dinner
with anyone in the world,
living or dead, who would

it be?

Well this is an interesting question ———- but how can you

keep it to one person?

Let me try it with three. First would have to be Jesus. How could

it not? So many questions from creation to the flood to death to

history of the world. Why so much pain and tragedy? Do the bad

REALLY get what’s coming to them? How could He love me so

much? That would be awesome.

Next would have to be Thomas Jefferson. The main author of the

Declaration of Independence, President of the US, Governor,

Founder of University of Virginia, author, architect and

philosopher. I remember being with our family in Williamsburg
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and taking in one of his lectures. The actor seemed so real and

genuine and I found the whole program with him intriguing.

Lastly, it would be my Dad. I know so very little of him and my

memories are miniscule. Hearing about his 46 years and telling

him of our family would be beyond awesome.
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What were you like when
you were 40?

Thirty Three years ago??? You expect me to remember that?

Let me try——-

Pam and I would have been married 5 years and our little bundle

Hannah was on the way. We were pretty established in

Brunswick by then and things seemed to be going very well for

us. Pam’s consulting was in high gear and I was at D&B with a

territory all in the Cleveland area.

We were very involved at The Chapel not only with ABF’s but also

leading the Harvest Room ministry. With my “wild” days behind

me, I think 40 was a time of settling in and realizing God was

giving me a second chance at this family thing. I didn’t want to

blow this one. Kellie was already back in our life and thanks to

Pam’s big heart, that was going very smoothly. We had found

Dorothy to help Pam with the housework and we were just
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thrilled when she said she would take on a bigger role with

Hannah coming in July. I do remember that summer was one of

the warmest on record with many days in the 90”s and near 100

degrees. I was involved in The Chapel softball team and spent a

few nights a week driving down to Akron to play ball. Definitely

before kids!! ( see pic )

I don’t think that my personality was much different at 40. A tad

more serious but still wanted to have people and groups at our

house for parties. If I had to put a word to it, I would say at 40 I

was very grateful.
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Have you ever given or
been the recipient of a

random act of kindness?

Acts of kindness - what a great phrase.

I’ll have to admit I have zero memories of an act of kindness

from a stranger. My memory bank is full of acts from my brother

Larry though. From our honeymoon to vacation condos, he was

always willing and giving even though I didn’t ask. Even little

things like flipping me $50 spending money when we went to

Cedar Point. The neat thing about Larry is, he has done that his

whole life to strangers, very quietly so no one knows, just him

and Jo. My hero.

On the giving end, after seeing Larry’s example, it’s easy to give.

Pam and I have helped strangers or friends through bad

marriages, financial troubles, drug problems and more. What a

joy. From a “let me buy your groceries” to “lets buy her a car”
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we have been blessed to help. Even now through a pandemic,

there’s nothing better than seeing the face of a waitress when

you give her a 50% tip.  When we see a story about some

random guy walking the streets and giving away $100 to

homeless or needy, Pam always says that would be me. Wouldn’t

that be fun!!!
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What is one of your
favorite trips that you've

taken? What made it
great?

This may sound like a strange answer but some of my favorite

trips were for business!! Let me explain.

After the kids were old enough to be alone or stay with a friend,

Pam would always accompany me on trips for Trade Shows or

conventions. Because rooms and meals were paid for, our only

expense was a flight for Pam. We visited San Diego, Orlando,

Phoenix, Las Vegas, San Antonio, Fort Lauderdale and the last

one before I retired, New Orleans. People just love Pam and

whether it was my co-workers or clients, she always made

everyone feel comfortable and made me feel proud to be with

her. One of the best trips was to Costa Rica with the Director of

The Cleveland Clinic. A SUPER important client coming with us
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to see if he would move some of their business offshore and

become a very important partner with our company. Well suffice

it to say he fell in love with Pam. So much so that she would

watch over him to make sure he ordered the food he really

wanted. A very picky eater. I remember sitting around the pool

one afternoon before dinner and watching my wife have this

man eating out of her hands. He would make sure her drink was

full and the appetizers kept coming. I sat there thinking I'm

going to close this deal because of my charming and beautiful

wife ----- and we DID!!
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What do you like most
about your siblings?

For a long time it was simply because they were my older

brothers. When I was young, they took my fathers place in the

family and supported me in athletic events and social functions. I

remember always wanting to try harder in sports because they

were there watching me. Since both of them excelled in football,

it was an assumption I would do the same. I did not. As they both

moved out of the house, a different phase of life came in.

Watching them marry and have kids (each of them six) they both

excelled at parenthood with their wives. Those 12 kids all went

on to have good families themselves. And then on to

grandchildren - both have a boatload of grandkids and they love

their Grandpa’s!!

So as I sit back with them in their eighties and late seventies,

beyond a doubt what I like the most is because they stayed

married for over 60 years each and continue to love their wives.
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How can you not like that???
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Describe the places you've
lived.

Wow, what a roller coaster of a question. Considering I led

two lives, the answer is very fluid.

After moving away from home and getting married, we moved

into a month to month apartment in Cleveland. It was actually

pretty cool with lots of brick walls and very close to work at

American Greetings.

Then to a larger apartment still in Cleveland. As the kids grew

older we rented a house in Parma. Loved it there until the owner

gave the house to her daughter and we were forced to move.

Ended up in a huge two story in Cleveland, right across the street

from the kids school. Then tragedy struck and I ruined our

marriage. At the lowest point in my life, I moved into a small one

bedroom apartment on the west side of Cleveland. A year or so

later, I was able to move into Westbrook high rise apartments in
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Brooklyn. Two bedroom, indoor parking, picnic grounds, balcony

and a POOL!!!

After my life changed through Christ, I moved into a small

apartment above the garage at my brother Larry’s mansion.

Great facility, a private pool, family and the best meals ever -

Thanks JO!! I was there for several months until I met and

started dating Pam. I moved back to Brooklyn and lived in a

small efficiency close to where Pam lived. After we married, Pam

and I rented a two bedroom apartment back at Westbrook. Great

memories that year of walking the neighborhood after dinner,

weekends at the pool, cookouts and just plain fun. We then made

the big decision to buy a house. Not a very high priority on my

list, but Pam really wanted roots planted for a family. We lost out

on a few houses before we bought in Brunswick. Nice four

bedroom with woods in the back and vacant lot next to us. The

fourteen years there were a treasure. The first four, just the two

of us doing a lot of updates and entertaining. It was a great place

to start and raise a family.

Then to Little Fish Acres in Hinckley. Five acres and a huge house

in the woods with lots of land for Pam to garden. It’s been 21

years and we still say how much we love it here.

So there you have it. It’s people like me that help make up the

statistic that the average person moves 7 times in their lifetime!!
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What is one of the most
romantic gestures you’ve

ever made?

Well this is an interesting question. As I sit here thinking

about it, I realize I’m not a very romantic showing person. I’ll

have to check with my bride for her answer (that is the

important opinion).

I do recall when we lived in Brunswick and the kids were old

enough to swim in our four foot above ground pool. One night

and quite a few after, while Pam was putting the kids to bed, I

surrounded the pool deck with small candles. Bringing out the

boom box, I had soft music playing along with a cheese and

cracker tray next to the wine glasses and bottle of wine. It was

mid summer and the night was so warm. As Pam came outside,

the pool area was candle lit and we had a great time at home

without the kids. I won’t say if we left our bathing suits on or
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not, but those of you that know me can make a good guess.

But the MOST romantic thing I’ve ever done was for our 10th

Anniversary. We were both working near downtown Cleveland,

so I met her for lunch at a great restaurant. On the way in, I told

the hostess to bring this little ring box to our table on a silver

tray. Pam opened it to find a Diamond Anniversary ring. She was

shocked and I was a hero.

I love this woman more than I ever thought possible. I guess I

better start showing it in a more romantic way!!!!
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What photograph do you
most regret not taking

when you had the
opportunity?

I don't recall one particular situation where I can remember the

thought of Oh I wish I would have got a picture of that. Let me

clarify that statement.

There are probably thousands of situations like that over a

lifetime. Today it seems so easy with camera phones. Sometimes

I don't even know our kids are taking pictures and the next thing

you know, there is an album of the day in your email.

For us Senior Citizens, that's not how it was growing up. You

obviously needed a camera, everyone to stop and pose and then

you had to take the film to a drug store or mail the film away to

be developed. You would not see the pictures for a week if you
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were lucky. Pam's Dad was a picture taker and we have half a

room in the basement with old pictures from many years of

events. And of course Will got 4 copies of each picture, so there

are a lot of pictures. Today's technology makes it all so easy.

When there is a special moment happening today, several people

have their phones out recording the moment. I wonder what it

will be like 50 years from now!
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What makes you happy?

Well there’s a question that changes quite frequently in a

lifetime. Those answers would range from starting a family to

hearing Harvey laugh out loud with Tootsie.

In between would be coaching and playing softball, basketball or

football with a great group of friends. Vacations to sunny

destinations with my best friend. Going to dance and piano

recitals no matter how long they lasted.

Sitting out on our deck with a glass of wine and ribs on the grill.

Driving on a warm sunny day with my top down listening to

James Taylor. Watching my son play football and my daughter be

the cutest cheerleader. Watching my wife put so much of herself

into her career and then seeing the huge reward she gets from

helping others. Choosing what ministries we want to support

and writing them checks. Watching your children grow into adult

age and see they still love each other and love to spend time

together. Watching one grandson play baseball and the other is
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on a college radio station. Seeing all three of your daughters in

good marriages. Closing a deal with the biggest account in your

area. Winning the lottery on January 11 with a ticket betting on

111. Listening to a business phone call as people ask your son for

advice on a big project. People texting me to tell me what an

awesome wife I have. A new granddaughter ready to burst on the

scene. Waking up in the morning for another adventure.

All those and more make me a very happy man.
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How did you meet your
spouse? When did you

know you wanted to marry
them?

I met Pam on April 27th 1981. As it turns, that was the second

most important day of my life. The first was December 14th 1980

when I accepted Jesus Christ as my personal Savior.

It was Pam’s first day on the job at Kromex and her 22”d

birthday!!. She was hired as Data Processing Manager and the

company Controller was showing her around and introducing

her to each Department Manager. Tall, long curly hair and

wearing a beautiful flowered skirt with tall high heels. Yes I

remember it 40 years later. There was no immediate attraction

on either side. I thought she was gorgeous but way too young to

think of a relationship. At lunchtime usually 4-6 of us in

Management would go out to lunch almost daily. There I learned
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more about her personality and background. Even though most

of us were in our mid to late 30.s Pam always held her own in

conversations and discussions. And “the laugh”!!! How could

you not have a good time around her when she laughed so loud

and sincere? There was an older lady named Betty who worked in

the office that said to us —- you two would make a great couple.

We both laughed but the seed was planted.

Some weeks later, Pam had an extra ticket to a James Taylor

concert at Blossom and all her connections were busy. As a last

resort I think, she asked me to go. We had fun double dating with

another couple, but no connection or goodnight kiss. But it made

me want to see more of her. After a few casual dates, we started

to stay at Pam’s apartment and she would cook a great dinner for

us. Afterward, we would just sit on the floor and talk for hours

into the early morning about everything! As we became closer

and learned more and more about each other, I did it. After

laughing and kissing all night, I said Pam I love you. She started

to cry and mumble - no this is too early!! Not long after that

night, we agreed that it was love and started acting like it.

Despite her family saying it wasn’t good —- it was
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What do you hope your
kids learned from you?

Just a few basic things and I would be happy. This in addition

to the Most Important thing of loving Jesus.

Integrity and Honesty - The importance and value in your good

name. Your yes is your yes and your no is your no.

Compassion - Caring for others. Helping when no one else is

looking.

Commitment - If you are going to do something, give it your all.

But do something.

Look at the bright side and don't dwell on the dark.

Is this a great country or what????
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How did you decide to get
married?

Pam and I were in a couple's Bible study working on

Habakkuk. The other couple, Dave and Chris were already

married and we met at their house.

We studied the chapters and questions during the week and then

discussed them together on Saturday morning. We had been

dating for a while and things were so good between us. Of course

I thought about marriage but was just afraid to make the

commitment. I wasn't looking for a sign or a time that was good,

I just didn't think I or we were ready.

As we were going through the questions, you would go to other

verses in other books to back up your conclusions. I went back to

a verse somewhere and when it was my turn to read more of

Habakkuk, I read the same verse number from a different book!

Of course I don't remember what book or verse but it talked
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about knowing if you should marry or stay single. Sounds like

Paul right? After a good laugh because I read the wrong verse, I

thought to myself "was that God telling me I should ask Pam to

marry me"? I said yes and after I dropped Pam off at her place, I

went to a Parmatown jeweler and bought an engagement ring!!

That night after dinner at Pam's we walked to my apartment

about a mile away. I turned on the music, poured the drinks and

came into the living room to join Pam on my Pit. After some

kissing, I got down on one knee and proposed. Pam looked in my

eyes and laughed  The rest is history.
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What have been some of
your life's greatest

surprises?

That at 73 I’m still alive.

That we could raise two children in the same surroundings and

they would be so different.

That a woman could love me as much and as long as PJ does.

That any sane person could vote for the Biden ticket.

That two people without college degrees, but because of hard

work, have such successful careers.

That I could submerge an electric pump in water to empty my

hot tub and not get electrocuted.

That a giant airplane carrying hundreds of people and weighing

tons could fly.
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That I live on 5 acres and own a home with four bedrooms and

four baths.

I think that’s a pretty good mix of surprises
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What have you changed
your mind about over the

years?

Talk about irony!!!! Forever, I have hated cats. They're sneaky,

boney, full of hairballs and for the most part useless. I have

forever said, no cats in this house!

This past summer, Pam had a client that was moving into a

motel because the house they bought was not ready on time. This

is where Mac enters the scene. An 11 year old outdoor cat that

Pam said could stay at our house for a few weeks. That few weeks

turned into months and Mac stayed at our place from August till

we left for Florida in November. To be honest, Mac was pretty

cool. Lived out in the woods during the day and at night would

come to our back deck to eat and be brushed by Pam as we sat

around the fire. When he was done. he would leave and we would

not see him till the next morning. Pam really loved taking care of
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Mac.

So even though we had a horrible experience with Max from

when the kids were small, I gave the ok for Stephen to convert

our shed to a Kitty Kastle while we were in Florida in April. When

we arrived home from the trip, Stephen and Hannah were here to

surprise my bride with the conversion. So on the same day I get

this question, look what shows up at my house!!!!! ( see picture)

So here's something I changed my mind about.
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What would you consider
your motto?

I didn’t have a very positive type childhood or environment

growing up in Brooklyn. My Dad passed when I was 8, my Mom

fell into deep depression as a result and my brothers were 6 and

12 years older than me. It was not the typical family situation or

dynamics. While I’m sure there were happy times at the holidays

or celebrations, I would not classify my early teenage years as

happy. Although living at home was not torture, it was not good.

The best part of those years were I got to spend most weekends

and summers with my brother Larry and his family. While I

learned many life changing things from being with them, one

sticks out the most. By this time Larry was very successful in his

business ventures and as he saw me getting older, he tried to

educate me on life lessons. I’m not sure if it was from listening

to Earl Nightengale or another author, but the theme was to

always have A Positive Mental Attitude (PMA). No matter the

situation, see the good side. When you wake up and roll out of
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bed, make the decision to be positive, not negative. I think that

process and my sense of humor, made me someone people

wanted to be around. While I did not have great looks or athletic

ability, I was able to get dates and have relationships with many

of the most popular girls at school. I believe those traits in me

continue today. So i guess my motto would be PMA - Positive

Mental Attitude.
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Tell me about an
adventure you've been on.

In the definition of adventure is the word dangerous. I can't

remember anything dangerous that happened in my life, so I'll

stick with exciting.

The company I worked for opened an office in Costa Rica. A big

prospect was to come down there and Pam and I already had

flights and hotels booked. When the prospect cancelled a week

before the trip, our President said we should fly down anyway as

a reward for a job well done on the account. So Pam and I made

the six hour flight, wrestled with customs, found our driver and

began to explore San Jose. Staying at a five star hotel, driving up

the mountains to see a volcano, visiting coffee plantations,

seeing sloths hanging from the trees all added to a wonderful 4

day trip. The highlite had to be dinner our last night there. The

roads to the top of the mountain were only a lane and a half wide

so it made for very exciting times when you saw another car
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headed your way. The houses all the way up the mountain either

had giant gates around it or iron bars on all the windows. Maybe

it WAS dangerous!! Finally getting to Mirador Valle Azul

restaurant, we were in awe! The entire valley of San Jose was lit

up before us. It was breathtaking. Add to that great food and

drinks and we were pretty happy. After all that excitement, the

ride down the hill seemed less dangerous
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What is your best
relationship advice?

I’m not sure I am the best one to give this advice. I moved to

Hinckley so I didn’t have to be in a neighborhood or deal with

neighbors.

On the business side of things, one of the most important things

I learned from a client was to be yourself. I was having a difficult

time getting in to see a very large division of a major tire

company in Akron. My client was in the tire division and the

prospect was aerospace. When I told my client of the difficulty

reaching the other people he suggested - remember to tell him

about you, your family, your church connection and ministries

you’re into. So from that point I stopped being Super Salesman

and changed to Simple Steve. It worked. I remember driving to

our Toledo headquarters with a prospect and in that 4 hours of

driving, we exchanged a LOT of personal information. At the end

of the day as I dropped him off at his office, he said to me - I
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don’t know when or what project, but I want to do business with

you. WOW!

On the personal side of things, I’m kind of a loner. I have a lot of

friends but only one close friend, PJ. I think it goes back to some

close relationships I had that I thought were close but turned out

not as close as I thought. So I kind of back off to that.
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What things do you think
you cannot live without?

Well I guess the obvious answer would be family. We have a

small immediate group but I feel we are very close. When we

have holidays together, even after being with each other for 5

hours or more we can’t believe the time went by so fast. Caleb is

a great husband, father and son in law with a warm genuine

personality that just makes you feel comfortable wherever you

are. Hannah is so much fun no matter where she is but when she

comes back to Hinckley, she just relaxes and enjoys the time.

Stephen just pops in and out like a rock star, but when he’s with

you he focuses on you and all his conversations are real. Harvey

and Opal are new to the mix, but what a joy. And PJ is the one

who holds it all together. My wife, partner, best friend, chef,

Tootsie, planner, and supreme giver of love. So if I can classify

family as a thing, that would be it.
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Now other than family, it would be coffee in the morning, the

words My Love and rolling over in bed and touching my wife. Gee

I love her!!!!!
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Have you ever won
anything?

Nothing major, but I did have a few “wins” in my life. When I

was young, we entered the ClevelandSoap Box Derby. (See

Picture) I had an old car from a friend of my brother Larry. Glenn

and I worked on it, gave it a fresh coat of paint and had a sponsor

of Millie’s Floral, my Mom’s part time business. The event was

down State Road Hill in Parma and I WON my first heat. To ride

back up the hill with other heat winners was pretty cool. I lost

the next one but it was a great overall experience. Later in life I

went to a ton of reverse raffles. I was heavily involved in football,

softball and basketball leagues and these dinner raffles were

great fundraisers. At one event, I had a ticket that was good for

the final five. As we continued to draw tickets, I made it to the

FINAL TWO. The winning ticket was worth $1500 but the girl

with the other ticket wanted to split, so I WON $750!!! Later,

after I met Pam we would occasionally drive into work together

at Kromex. One day in January a huge blizzard hit the Cleveland
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area and our company closed down at noon, sending people

home. On the way to Pam’s apartment, we stopped for some

wine to weather the storm. I bought a lottery ticket with the date

of the day 111 for January 11. Well guess what??? 111 was the

winning number and because I had it straight and boxed, I WON

$1700!!!! That was a thrill but my only winner in years of playing

the lottery.
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Do you have any tips on
hosting a great party or

dinner?

I’m not much of a party thrower but I do know the secret to

great dinner - the COOK!!

My thoughts on it are very simple. Serve what you would want to

be eating. I have the benefit of an awesome wife that loves to

cook and bake. When someone is coming over for dinner, we sit

down and plan the menu in detail. For the most part we don’t

skimp on anything. You want your guests talking about the food

all night and on the way home. If it’s seafood, get large shrimp.

If it’s fish, get salmon. If it’s steak get filet mignon. Recently my

daughter Hannah had a family gathering at their lake house. We

volunteered to bring part of the meal so we bought filet mignon

for 13. Add to that homemade wine sauce and all of a sudden it

wasn’t a picnic meal, it was a dinner memory for everyone (see
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picture). It showed that you cared for all the guests and you

wanted them to be happy. Many of our pasta dishes we serve

come with a mixture of shrimp and or scallops. Beside the food,

have fun. I make people at ease by getting them to laugh.

Combine that with the food and you have a winner dinner!!!
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Have you ever been fired?

Interesting story in my life. While I was never fired, I was

demoted from a Management position when I was at American

Greetings. After moving up the ladder pretty quickly, I was a

Regional Supervisor in the Financial Serviced department. I had

8 people reporting to me and responsible for working with major

national chain accounts in a certain area of the country. Through

a series of changes in the positions above me (Director and

Manager) I found myself reporting to two men that were not in

my fan club. Since they were good friends with each other, I

found the deck stacked against me. While always a team player, I

was constantly looking for new ways to do things and I always

thought EVERYONE should do their part. The Director's

Secretary was a long time employee and while still in a time

clock position, she would just fill out her time sheet and not have

to punch a clock. Therefore she came and went as she pleased

and almost always came in late and left early. When she did come

in, she collected money for lottery tickets and many other
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non-work related chores. I did not think that was right. I had a

meeting with the Director and voiced my concerns. How could I

make the clerical staff get in on time and work a full day if his

Secretary didn"t have to. One week later I was in his office with

the Department Manager, being told I was a " Maverick type "

employee and should not be in a leadership role. They moved me

to a Specialist position with no one reporting to me. At the time I

thought I made the biggest blunder of my business life. But

guess what? Since I would not take that demotion sitting down, I

applied for a Manager position at a Cleveland based

manufacturer Kromex. It was there that I met my future bride

and there that I got the experience I needed to move my career

into Sales. The rest is history. (Picture of Maverick Steve below.)
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What is one of your
favorite holiday

memories?

That’s part of the reason for holidays, for the memories they

create. Each holiday is different as far as the memories. Let’s try

this in order:

New Years - I’m not a big party person, so although we went to a

few New Years Eve parties, most of the time we stayed home.

One year when Stephen was maybe 10, his friend David stayed

the night on NY Eve. Grandpa Jagusch was here and at midnight

played a song (Mombo #5) that everyone just got into. Stephen

and David danced to the song over and over. A night of food,

laughter, dancing and memories.

Easter is special for the resurrection of Christ, but hiding Easter

baskets for the kids is a special thing too. We still hide them and

the kids find them much sooner now. One year I hung Stephen’s
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basket off the balcony outside and took him quite a while to find.

Harvey joined in this year and LOVED the hunt.

Mothers Day is great because the kids have an awesome Mother

and know it. Best part is going around the dinner table and

hearing why each person loves Pam so much. Fathers Day is just

as good but I get the praise

July 4th is fireworks and Pam loved taking the kids to

community fireworks. Now we get to do some in our front yard!!

Much like other holidays, we always go around the table on

Thanksgiving and say what we are grateful for. It’s a special time

of year.

Finally, Christmas. Pam’s Dad set the tone for all our Christmas

celebrations. The theme is —- you can’t buy enough, but Pam

tries. All the family together, great food all day long, 4 hours of

opening presents and MEMORIES.

I don’t have a favorite, I love em all.
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What is the best meal
you've ever had?

This question is like asking what was your favorite

sunrise/sunset. I’m married to a woman who loves to cook and

loves to please people including me. She is so good, that the kids

gathered her best recipes and printed a family cookbook. The

book is titled Double That Recipe and that is a perfect description

of how PJ loves to cook for people. Fortunately through the years

we have eaten at some of the area’s best restaurants. Even when

we go to those, we both sit back and say PJ’s recipe is better. My

memory of growing up was that my mom was not the best of

cooks. Now that opinion might differ from Larry and Glenn

because my time at home were not my Moms best years. I

remember canned vegetables, canned cranberry sauce and very

little fresh fruit. Since we have been married (38 years) I can’t

remember one time that we had canned vegetables or fruit.

Always fresh and nothing but the best recipes. So getting back to

the question, some of my favorites are lasagna, beef tenderloin,
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baked salmon, homemade spaghetti and meatballs, chilli,

chicken parm, fried chicken salad and many more. If I have to

choose ONE it would be a night we had homegrown eggplant

from Kellies garden and homemade pasta sauce to make a

scrumptious Eggplant Parmesan dish with toasted rolls and

Italian salad from Jo’s cookbook.AHHHHH. Now let me tell you

about my favorite sunrise
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What things do you see in
each of your kids that

you’re proud of?

What a great question. Not one I responded to immediately,

because you do look back and ponder what you want to say. As

you have read from some of my previous answers, my path of

marriage and family was far from normal.

I am blessed to have 4 adult children in this world, each with a

separate unique identity and calling- Kellie, Wendy, Hannah,

and Stephen. All four college graduates. The three married kids

have great spouses and are strong parents that have invested

time, money and love to their children. All four are well

respected in their circle of friends or professional careers. Each

one of the four are caring, loving people that are always willing

to help when needed. I believe this quote summarizes my

feelings well- “Happiness is when you realize your children have
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turned out to be good people”.
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What things matter most
to you in life?

Well this has to be one of the most obvious questions in the

series.

FAITH - without Christ in my life I can’t even fathom where in

the world I would be. How can you go through things in life both

good and bad without Hope?

FAMILY - Even though we are not what you would consider

close, to have my brothers in my life as my mentors and example

is priceless. From there to my best friend, partner and lover for

40 years. PJ is what I needed, when I needed it (thanks God). Her

love for our Lord, for me, for our family and others is too huge to

even try to describe. Then to have the blessings of children and

grandchildren completes the circle.

COUNTRY - Then to be blessed enough to live in the greatest

country in the history of the world is almost too much to

comprehend. Even with all the turmoil we are presently going
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through, it’s the place everyone wants to come to and few really

want to leave.

What a wonderful life.
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What is one of the most
expensive things that
you've ever bought?

Without a doubt it’s our home in Hinckley. Not that it’s crazy

expensive or luxurious, but normally in this country, it’s pretty

standard that your home is your life’s biggest purchase, And for

22 years, we have loved living here, enjoyed sharing it and even

enjoyed making improvements and updates. My Dad and Mom

bought their home in Brooklyn for $18,000. Today that same

home on Torrance Ave would probably sell for over $100,000.

After your home, your family vehicles would probably be next in

line of cost. I’m not very mechanical and I want my wife and

family to be in a clean, well kept and safe car. The last thing I

would ever want is for them to be stuck on the side of a busy road

with a broken down car (although that did happen with Kellie).

Education might be next in line. Both Hannah and Stephen

attended Christian schools through High School. and although
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we did not pay all of college, we did kick in a few bucks there too.

Vacations probably come next in line. Several times we have

taken the family on a cruise. Had a blast and was worth every

penny. Now, the most extravagant purchase we ever made NOT

in those categories? We were able to buy my wife a diamond ring

just because of love - and no I am not going to tell you how much

it was. But I will tell you it cost more than Kellies old black car

that the gas tank fell off of!!!!
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Did you consider any other
careers? How did you

choose?

I don’t really think anyone decides to go into the Collection

business. Mine was kind of a slow progression of events starting

when I left Ohio University after 2 years. Earlier I worked at

American Greetings for a year and had a reputation as a young,

fun loving, hard working kid with an outgoing personality. When

I came back to them and applied for a job in their

Credit/Collections department, they already knew my

background, I was already familiar with their system,

terminology and workflow, so it was a chance to hire someone

with experience and very little training time. I became a

Collection Correspondent taking and making phone calls, writing

and answering business correspondence and held responsible for

a certain section of customers. I excelled there and quickly

moved up the ladder to Senior Correspondent, Team Leader,
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Supervisor and eventually Regional Supervisor. My downfall at

AG was written about previously.  That takes me to my next

position and that was Credit Mgr at Kromex, a manufacturing

company on the East side of Cleveland. I originally turned down

the job because it was at East 72’nd and St. Clair ave. Not a very

desirable neighborhood. I am sure glad I changed my mind for

many reasons. After Kromex closed because of the flood of

imported products, I made a giant change in careers. Throughout

my business life people would ask me - why aren’t you in Sales?

So I made the switch from Credit/Customer Service to Sales with

a company called Bruhnke and Silver. A Family owned collection

business with Headquarters in the Chicago area. I would be one

of 40 sales reps across the country and all of NE Ohio was my

territory. Just after I joined the firm, they had a six month long

sales contest to see who brought in the most new clients and

business over a long period of time. They chose the title

Locomotive Award because you needed a long steady

performance, not just a quick 60 day contest. The picture below

shows me accepting the Locomotive Award for Top Salesman in

the company from the President, Dan Silver. I still have the

trophy today but it sits on my grandson’s train table. What better

place? Well a few months later Bruhnke was sold to Dun and

Bradstreet, a huge worldwide financial company with 50,000

employees. Although I had good success there and closed some

of the biggest clients in DB history, it had an unfair commission
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plan that penalized success. After bringing in a huge new client, I

gave notice and accepted a job at UCB out of Toledo. Another

family owned company that wanted my commercial collection

experience and introduced me to Medical collections. Extensive

travel both in the US and Costa Rica, excellent pay and benefits

and industry leading products and services made this decision a

very good one. So out of the gate, I did not think I would end up

in Sales/Marketing, but that’s how it turned out. Pretty cool if

you ask me.
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Is there a song you hear
that automatically brings
back a memory? What's

the song? What's the
memory?

I really can’t say we are a musical family, but music is a big part

of our family. Back when Pam and I were dating up to today,

James Taylor has always been our favorite. When you stop over,

JT is probably playing on Spotify all over our house. When kids

came around, Steve Green singing kids songs was always on the

cassette player. God Loves A Cheerful Giver Ha Ha Ha Ha!!

Although Hannah and Stephen both took piano lessons, neither

one of the followed through with it. SIR switched to drums and

although he was very shy about playing in public, he finally

joined a band and did some small gigs. Also growing up, there

were musical movies and plays that we watched as a family and

those songs and lyrics took hold in our memory bank. Singing in
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the Rain and White Christmas come to mind. In college, Hannah

sang in the school musical, Singing in The Rain. It was

AWESOME!! The show Riverdance and Lord of the Dance were

always watched and enjoyed by all of us. Even on a cruise in the

middle of the ocean, one year we pulled up deck chairs and

watched White Christmas on a giant screen sipping on a few

brews. The ship must have thought we were crazy as we sang

along with most of the songs. And you have to include The Sound

of Music in there. My Spotify playlist is a pretty wide variety of

my favorite songs. I always play it as I do yardwork and it always

makes it seem more enjoyable. None of us can sing a note, but we

do love music!!!!
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What qualities do you
most value in your better

half?

This is the easiest and hardest question so far in this project.

Easiest because there are so many answers and hardest because

it will be hard to keep it short.

The most admirable is Pam’s love for Christ and how she lives it

every day. She always sees the best in people and wants to help

whenever she can.

When I think of the young woman I met 40 years ago, nothing

has changed in her DNA. Beautiful, charming, hard working,

intelligent, caring, loves to cook, constantly reads to improve

and keep up, not afraid of change, not afraid to try something

new. Pam succeeds in everything she touches. From a young 22

year old taking on the job as a Data Processing Manager,

becoming a partner in a DP consulting business, branching out
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on her own business with 4 major nationally known clients, to

dropping all that to rehab houses and learn a whole new

industry. That brings her to today. One of the top Real Estate

Agents in NE Ohio with a following of over 600 satisfied clients.

Add to that her loving and caring nature as a Mother and now

Grandmother. The amazing thing about all of that is that she

still, on a daily basis, loves me, tries to please me and constantly

builds me up as a man and leader of our family. In my mind she

is a SUPERCHARGED Proverbs 31 woman ———- and I love her.
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What memories stick with
you about serving in the

Harvest Room?

What a great question. The Harvest Room at the Chapel. First

walked in there on December 14th, 1980 after attending church

service with Larry and his family. Huge church, just like a

Catholic one but songs that were alive and vibrant and a message

from an awesome Pastor that wasn't just reading his sermon.

The words at the end of " Do you want to follow Christ and take

on the title Christian?" After hearing a sermon about how will

your life be remembered after you die, how could you not want a

change if you were in my shoes? Anyway, after coming forward

in front of 1200 people and declaring I wanted to follow Jesus,

they led me into the Harvest Room. Each person that came

forward was teamed with a Counselor that took you to a table or

couch and just talked to you. After a time he asked me if I

thought I was going to heaven. My answer was simple, I haven't
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killed anyone or robbed any banks, so yes I thought I was going

to heaven. This kind man then walked me down the Roman Road

and I heard the truth. No I wasn't going to heaven unless ------

BANG!!!!!! All of a sudden my life and eternity changed. I

accepted Christ as my Savior and I was now a Christian  What a

wonderful day to remember. Some time later after we were

married and became members of the church, the first thing we

did was volunteer to be Harvest Room Counselors. I loved serving

in that room. A few years down the road and the Leader of that

part of the ministry stepped down. Pam and I were honored to

take the lead. Imagine, I first came in that room as a sinner and

now I was praying with/for people that came forward and

matched them with counselors. There were so many times that

people would come into the room and I would randomly match

them with a Counselor only to hear later that it was a perfect

match. Both people shared similar experiences and it was

comforting for both people to exchange thoughts and prayers.

They don't do that room anymore at our church and I think it's a

huge mistake.
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What were your friends
like in high school?

You expect me to remember from 55 years ago???? Well I do.

There were three of us that hung out together all the time. Dave

Puening, Karl Friery and myself. There were lots of others, but

this was our little core. We were together constantly during and

after school. Karl was a wild man, Dave very conservative and I

was in the middle. There are so many stories we could actually

write a book. One that stands out is of Karl driving his VW bug

down the sledding hill one winter. He survived. Before driving

took over our lives, we would almost every night walk up to the

doughnut shop on Ridge Road and just sit for hours talking and

laughing. VERY INNOCENT. But my mom Millie, thought we

were thugs getting into trouble. One night the guys came by to

pick me up and Millie screamed at them from inside the door ---

HE CAN'T GO!!!!!!! She wouldn't let me out of the house. I

eventually beat her to one of the doors and up we walked for

coffee and doughnuts. Such hooligans  Dave ended up getting
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drafted and went into the Army. Karl became a Fireman, got

married and we drifted apart after my divorce. Fast forward 50

years later and we all got together for our 50 year class reunion.

The picture below shows John Aallone and wife Irene. John was

part of the larger group and I actually ran into him when I spoke

at his church for the Gideons. Both him and Irene are now

members of the Gideons and we see them often. Seated next to PJ

and me are Karl and Diane. Pam just helped them sell the home

they were in for 48 years and buy a new cluster home with a pool

and many senior activities. Dave and Elaine are at the end. They

live in Virginia and come up to Ohio once a year to visit family.

The four couples get together every year now at our place for

dinner. The hilarious memories that we bring up make for a

great evening.
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Who is the wisest person
you've known? What have
you learned from them?

This question just came up as my bride and I sat drinking

coffee one morning. Who is the smartest person we know? Who

is not only smart, but wise? Who is not only smart and wise but

also successful. Who would you take advice from knowing you

were doing the right thing?

Well, once we eliminated Glenn, the choice was easy  Without

a doubt, it would be my brother Larry. You don’t have to know

his net worth or yearly income. Take all of his earthly

possessions out of the equation. Instead, listen to what people

have said about his life, marriage, family, decisions, charity

work, advice given, career accomplishments and the person he

is. All of this centered around the book that he goes to for every

decision or situation - The Words from God - the Bible. Pam and
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I love Larry and we are grateful we have had such a wise person

in our life and marriage.
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What are you really hard
on yourself about?

I've made some pretty stupid moves or decisons in my life.

Some of it you can blame on youth, some of it was stubbornness

and some of it was from thinking with my penis. And when you

combine all three in one decision, it spells tragedy. While I was

working at Dun & Bradstreet in 1993, a group of guys decided to

go in together and buy season tickets for the Cleveland Indians.

The Tribe wasn't very good, but it was their last year at Old

Municipal Stadium. If you bought tickets for that year, you had

first choice season tickets for the next year at Jacob Field.

Although we had some future superstars on the team, we

finished in last place. In the last three games to ever be played on

that field, the Indians had over 70,000 fans at EACH GAME. It

was amazing. The following year 1994, the Tribe moved to Jacob

Field. Pam and I attended the second game on a very cold night

in Cleveland. But the ballpark was AWESOME!!! So close to the

field, so bright and clean. I remember walking in from the street
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and seeing that beautiful green field. Totally different from

walking through all the dark tunnels at the Stadium. It was a new

and thrilling experience. The team was better in 94, one game

behind the White Sox in August. But then the players went on

strike and the season was over. While the owners still had my

money from the season ticket purchase, they wrote letters

asking us to prepay more for the 95 season. The strike wasn't

over but they were still asking for cash, today. This is where my

stubbornness came into play. I said NO I am not paying while

still on strike. Well the strike eventually settled, the Tribe went

on to win 100 games and go to the World Series. I was at home

because I would not pay money to them while on strike. Very

foolish.

I think it is pretty safe to say that I did not have a very good

experience in my childhood. My Dad's health took a turn for the

worse when I was 7 years old. Just after I turned 8, I remember

my brother Larry coming to St Thomas More School and talking

to my teacher while we were in church service. He came to tell

me Dad died. He was only 46 years, so that was quite a blow to

the family. My Mom pretty muched checked out after that. Larry

was married, Glenn went off to college and it was Millie and me.

Not a very good combo. I had a good social life and just made it

through High School with average grades. Went down to Ohio

University where I was one of 20,00 students but did not know
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anyone. I Learned to party pretty hard down there. While taking

a year off to work at American Greetings in Cleveland, I met a

young girl from Southern Ohio who worked in the company card

shop. Pretty, funny, hard working and everyone loved her. We

dated for quite a while and then eloped to Michigan right before

my 20th birthday. We had fun, new adventures, and two little

girls in the next 4 years and were really quite happy. Then

tragedy. I started thinking of things outside my marriage vows

and became one of those scumballs you hear about all the time.

Our divorce ruined a family, blackballed my family name among

my friends, caused all kinds of grief and pain for my ex and our

little girls. To this day our family is split because of my decision

over 45 years ago and there is still the word hate used when

some people talk about me. Although I came to know Jesus,

found a great partner and friend to raise a family with, I still

regret all the pain I caused for all these years. Very, very foolish.
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Have you pulled any great
pranks?

You would think with my sense of humor I might have a few

good stories to tell. But I don't. I can only recall one.

When I worked at Kromex with Pam, our boss was the Controller

Phil Spinelli. He became a great friend, even shared an

apartment with me as he went through a life crisis. After he

moved back to the east side, his 35th birthday was fast

approaching. I teased him all the time that at 35, you're half

dead!!! On the evening before his birthday, Pam and I ventured

out at midnight, went to his apartment parking lot and started

our prank there. We had printed hundreds of flyers with Phil's

picture on it and the words in BOLD PRINT - Hey Phil. at 35

you're half dead. From his parking lot all the way to work, every

telephone pole by a stop light had a sign. All the way to his

parking spot at work. Then as we went to lunch, the place we ate

had them posted all over!! Fortunately, Phil is still alive and just
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turned 77. We shared many memories together but this was one

of the best
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What are three important
things you hope your kids

learned from you?

Well, I certainly hope they learned more than 3 things from

the old man. Life is a long journey, and even at age 74 I’m still

learning things about this crazy life.

One of the top things would be your character. The mental and

moral qualities that make up who you really are. When someone

hears your name, what is the first thing that pops into their

head. As I’ve written before in this exercise, in my early years my

character was very questionable. I was a good person to most,

but your true colors come out when you have to make decisions

that affect others, not just you. Let no one doubt who you are and

what you stand for. That your word is something people can

count on. Your yes is a yes and your no is a no. I think my

children understand what I tried to teach them about character.
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I think number 2 would be generosity. Not just generous with

money but also being kind. To help in some way when you see

they are hurting. In these crazy times of COVID when so many

people could not go to work, I love giving extra large tips now

just to show appreciation for them being there and to put that

smile on their face. Giving to good causes has always been a

blessing to me. Whether it’s your money or your time, there is no

greater reward than knowing you made a difference.

Number 3 would have to be attitude. No one wants to be around

that person with a bad attitude. Each morning as you get your

day started, choose a positive attitude. Be excited when you see

someone you know. Talk in equal terms with people you meet.

Thank those people in the service industry for what they do for

you. This can be the parking attendant, the policeman,

receptionist, store clerk, and especially those in the armed

services. A simple “thanks for serving” goes a long way. As a

parent sees their children grow to adulthood, there will be many

things you will disagree with them over a period of time. These

three traits, if handed down, will help your kids be successful no

matter where life takes them.
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When in your life did you
have the least money?

How did you manage with
your budget?

Well first of all, budget was not in our vocabulary. We were

young, stupid, in love, not knowing much about the world and

made some bad decisions. We already had one beautiful little girl

and before you know it, another was on its way. I can blame it on

a lot of things but bottom line, it was all on me. I was working at

American Greetings and making less than $10,000 a year. We

didn’t spend on anything extravagant, just the basics. It was very

difficult to keep up when doctor or medicine bills came in or car

repair bills. I can remember at one point paying our credit card

bill as soon as it came and then checking at the bank if we could

withdraw any from the ATM. We had reached our credit limit and

we could only withdraw after a payment. Not the best financial

plan. But, we kept at it. I stayed at AG till 1978 when I left to
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become Credit Mgr at Kromex. A nice increase in pay and

benefits, but no pension plan or 401k offered.

I met PJ there and we were married in 1983. I left Kromex when it

closed in 1984. They offered me 6 months pay if I stayed to help

wrap things up for the parent company. Believe it or not, I

received a job offer as a Sales Rep on my very last day at

Kromex!!! The following Monday, I was on a plane for a week of

training in Chicago. D&B bought that company 6 months after I

started. So now I am working for a mega company with 50,000

employees world wide. Later, the pay structure changed from a

very lucrative commission plus base to one that D&B used for

sales reps around the world. I don’t remember all the details but

if you had a super month or a huge one time sale, the following

year for that month you had to match that figure or they

decrease your pay by that amount. I had some very good months

selling a collection video program to my largest accounts like

Sherwin Williams and AGA Gas. But the following year I was

penalized for those sales and my income plummeted. After a few

months of that torture, I left D&B for UCB. Entirely different and

generous commission package for the small salesforce, closed

some of the biggest accounts in company history and at the end

of my working career I was making more than I ever could have

dreamed. Long way from those ATM days.
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What would you save if
your house was on fire?

Well the obvious answer is it's just a house. A pretty cool one,

but just a house. Assuming everyone is safe and out of harm's

way, I could probably make a small list. First would be a cabinet

we have in the house with important paperwork like wills,

insurance, passports and all our birth certificates. Grabbing our

wallets and purses while I run into the office to pick up our

laptop computer along with our phones would be next.

Everything else is just stuff. We would still have all the

memories. Since we are getting ready to move away from "Little

Fish Acres, '' we are going through all those memories on a

nightly basis. House takeover day when it was officially ours.

Went out to dinner and came to our new home, all cleaned and

empty. What a joyful time. We all slept on the floor that night

and in the morning I got up and went to Hinckley Donuts for hot

chocolate and donuts! Birthday parties for teenagers and

Grandpa J. Olympic games in our yard, Easter egg hunts inside
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and out. Roaring brush fires in the backyard. Uncle Jeff and

grandpa building the bridge for Mom. Gideon get togethers when

we sang songs praising Jesus Christ. Holidays with awesome

food, laughs galore and Christmas gifts out the ying yang.

Graduation parties with kids dancing and singing throughout the

house and yard. Fireworks lighting up the sky and yard.

Mornings in the hot tub talking with your best friend and

planning the day. Those are the things that matter. I'll miss this

place like crazy ----- but the next adventure awaits us.
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How did you first get
connected with the

Gideons? Tell us why you
have been involved for so

many years!

What a huge part of our life. This past September marks our

35 year with Gideons International. Growing up, even after we

were married, I really never heard of the Gideons or what they

did. At the Chapel, we attended a Sunday school class (ABF) led

by Pastor Wes Hartzfeld. He was our class leader and quickly

became a good friend. One Sunday he invited us to attend a

Gideon Pastor Appreciation Banquet. He and Connie were going

and he thought I might be interested in the ministry. PJ and I

were so impressed with the mission of the ministry - To win

boys and girls, men and women to Jesus Christ. What could be

better than that? We were newlyweds, had no kids, looking

where to fit in as a couple and this seemed to fit what we were
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looking for. I remember we saw all the older couples in the

ministry and said to each other, we’ve got to get some youth into

this movement. We did just that. We belonged to the Akron Camp

at that point, and brought in quite a few young couples to change

the vibe. Many of those are still with the ministry today, some in

high leadership roles. From the very beginning, I chose to be a

speaker at local churches for the ministry. I was SO nervous that

Sunday morning. I recently played a tape of that service and I

sounded like a young rookie. I’ve learned since then that you

need to have your own style, speak from the heart and show

emotion. You are doing work for the Kingdom and you want the

churches to know that.

After the kids came along, we transferred to the Medina County

Camp. Met a whole new group of people, stayed involved in

distributions, working the Fair and speaking at churches. The

monthly meetings in this Camp were uninspiring, long winded,

repetitious and frankly boring. We stopped going, but stayed

active to give out God’s Word. When I retired in 2014, I decided

to jump back in actively, knowing I could change things.

Meetings became more fun, donations went way up, we dropped

a Pastors yearly dinner that was lowly attended and introduced

Pastor Appreciation Breakfast and Pastor Appreciation Golf

Outing. Monthly meetings started to come to Hinckley instead of

paying for a restaurant and that money savings went for Bibles.
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We started a White Elephant exchange at our yearly Christmas

dinner and laughter returned. We even have Fireworks

sometimes!!! Our table display at the Medina Fair looked as old

as the ministry. Pam brought in fresh flowers, new tablecloths,

new signage and now we look more inviting for people to stop

by. A great ministry and a great ride for us.
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What is your best advice
when it comes to raising

children?

Well, there are two parts to this answer. In my first go round,

I did everything wrong. I wasn’t a leader, I showed no love or

respect, I was selfish, I did not plan and overall I was pretty

stupid. Despite all that, Kellie and Wendy’s mom did a great job

in raising two strong and successful women that have stayed in

their marriage and raised wonderful families. She certainly

deserves all the credit for that.

After accepting Christ to be the leader of my life, I had a whole

new perspective on marriage and family. After getting another

chance, I wasn’t going to screw this up. If I have to put labels on

this advice, they would be

1) Let your kids see how much you love their mother. Sometimes

they would go EWWW or Dad stop that. I wanted them to know I
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loved her and always would (it wasn’t hard).

2) They had to know who was the head of the house. PJ was so

good at reminding them of this fact.

3) You can’t be their best friend. You are the parents and they are

the children.

4) Support them. We tried to go to every event. Some

dance/piano recitals were long but to be there at the end is so

important. Even as adults we would go to Stephens recreation

basketball games to watch him. For Hannah, it was speeches all

the way through college and after. I remember one time we set

up a booth and held a cash drawing just so more people would

attend the event.

God has blessed us with wonderful, warm and loving kids.
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Tell me about one of the
best days you can

remember.

There have been so many. PJ and I did not do a lot of traveling.

Many business trips we turned into vaca time, but no Europe or

fancy excursions. Quite a few cruises, but most of the stops were

pretty commercial/tourist related. But if I had to pick a single

day, it would have been one of many to south Florida. Great

weather, walking to our favorite spot for mimosas and breakfast,

staying by the pool or going to the ocean. Just talking and

enjoying each other. Then a quick shower and drive to our

favorite waterfront restaurant for dinner. One night in

particular, PJ wore this elegant thin strapped black dress and one

of my favorite wide brim hats. She looked AWESOME. We got a

table by the water and enjoyed our glass of wine. This guy came

around our table to take a picture of one of the huge yachts

parked near us. We of course started up a conversation and
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laughed out loud for quite some time. He then said, I'll be right

back and showed up with his date!! We sat there for another hour

laughing and talking, just topping off a wonderful day. Then his

lady friend turned to my wife and said "you are gorgeous!". Not

just to compliment, she meant it. After they left, we finished our

great dinner and decided to walk back to our condo. Long walk

on the beach at night, just being us, Steve and Pam. We had

many great days like that, just the two of us.
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Tell me about the first
time you got a cellphone.

Today, it’s even hard to believe this is how the cell phone

started. They were huge, heavy, bulky and always seemed out of

range. Did not take pictures, talk to you, give you directions, play

music or anything fancy. They were a phone in a bag carrying

case and the battery was 4 times bigger than the phone. The first

time I ever saw or used one, we were on a double date with a fun

couple from church. As we were driving home from the

restaurant, Dennis asked me if I wanted to check in with the

babysitter. We laughed and he handed back this little mini

suitcase and told me to call our home. IT WAS A PHONE!!!! I

could not believe it. That Christmas, PJ gave me a gift and when I

opened it the note said call this number. So I went into the

kitchen and with the wall phone dialed the number. Under the

tree was another package that started ringing! I found it and

when I opened it, it was a bag phone for me. Sooo cool! I

remember taking it with me as I golfed with clients and they
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would check in with their office occasionally. They loved it. Man,

we’ve come a long way.
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What has made your faith
stronger?

Fortunately my faith can't get any stronger. I know I love

Jesus, I know he died for me and I know I will spend eternity

with him dancing on the streets that are golden. Why God is

putting me through this journey of ALS is another story. Paul

said to suffer for God is an honor but I can't wrap my little brain

around this whole thing. Of course my first question when sitting

with my Saviour will be why and I'm anxious to hear his reply. I

hope to get through this whole journey showing my love for my

family along with not losing my sense of humor. But I do not

want to be a burden on anyone close to me, especially my bride.

It will be a delicate balance and challenge our whole family in

many ways.
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Hannah

Thanks for this answer :)

I need to tell you something- you’ll never be a burden.

Will it be hard? Yes.

Will there be things we need to adjust? Yes.

Will we need to physically care for you more? Yes.

Will it be sad and awkward at times to navigate? Yes.

But that doesn’t mean it’s a “burden”
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You have spent the last 30+ years loving, serving, and giving

everything you have for mom, Stephen, and me. We have

watched you work to provide, teach us little lessons, walk with us

in hard things, thousands of hours driving us around in the car,

disciple us in love, bring joy to our every day moments, cleaning

up after us, caring for my kids, and you’ve probably cooked us

500 meals out on the grill. You’ve always served, always given,

always done all you can to give all we need.

I know what you mean by “burden”. And I know that anyone

facing ALS would have that worry. It’s hard. But I hope you will

believe me that whatever is required of mom, me, and Stephen in

this next phase to help you will be a blessing, not a burden. It

will be a 1% payback for all you’ve done for us.

This is how Jesus lived- not annoyed or burdened but willingly

giving of himself. And asking us to do the same.

This was one of his final acts- to wash the disciples feet. He then

turned to his disciples and told them to do the same- to do the

very lowest task to serve others, love others, and practice

humility.

Even as the disciples argued about who was most important and

who would have the highest ranking in Jesus’s kingdom, Jesus

said “whoever humbles himself like this child”. He calls us to

humility- a lowering of ourselves for the sake of dependence on
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God and serving each other.

This will certainly be humbling for you, for mom, for all of us.

But hard doesn’t mean bad. And the decline doesn’t mean

burden. Being near you will always be a gift, even as things

change. Time in the same room with you is a precious thing we

will all celebrate.

Love you dad.
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What is one of the most
difficult things you've ever

done? What was the
outcome?

Well prior to this ALS fiasco we’re going through, any other

difficulty looks pretty simple. Career decisions, house decisions,

kids, furniture, colleges, cars, investments, vacations all seem so

small and insignificant right now. But at the time, they seem

huge to the couple making those choices about your family. As a

couple, we’ve had to make a lot of those and for the most part

we’ve done well. Even when we made poor decisions, we

re-grouped, made changes, changed the direction and moved on.

As we look back at some of those challenges, today we would

advise “Don’t sweat the small stuff”. While those are important

decisions, they are not life threatening or total life changing.

They are what you have to do in life so make them, live with

them and if you were wrong change them.
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Pam and I each had huge career changes in our 40 years

together. I had mine leaving Dun and Bradstreet which I have

written about earlier, and Pam had leaving IT for some

adventures in Real Estate. Those were roller coaster like

adventures, but we made it through. At one point, our taxable

income was so low we qualified for food stamps and college

assistance. But we sat down together, looked at our options and

moved ahead making the changes we felt needed to be made.

Even now with this diagnosis, we did the same plan. Gathered all

the information on where we stand, listened to our two kids for

their advice and input, talked as a team and made the decision to

move, buy a condo and list our dear home of 22 years to sell.

Those decisions were pretty easy compared to some of the others

coming down the road. The second part of this question is, What

was the outcome? As of this writing we don’t know the final

outcome details, but in the end I will be confident we gave it our

best.
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How is your faith different
from your parents' faith?

An interesting question and my answer is probably much

different from my brothers. We were raised Catholic and by that I

mean the school St Thomas Moore. I can never recall praying at

home except occasionally before a holiday meal. I think we had a

big white Bible that sat on the coffee table where it was never

used. I can never recall anyone in my family ever praying.

Although I was an altar boy, all that meant was I got out of

school to do the Mass. Praying was in Latin so you had no idea

what was being said. You just went through the same motions

and words every time. We would arrive at church late and leave

early throwing just a few dollars in the plate. Also as a Catholic,

you get to go to confession. You kneel in a booth next to the

priest and you were to tell him everything, but you never did. Oh

and one more thing about growing up Catholic in the 50-60s. We

were taught if you ate meat on Friday it was a mortal sin!!!!!

Because I went to a public high school, I had to attend Catechism
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class each Wednesday at church. Another faith value passed on to

the church, not at home. It wasn't until my 30's that I learned

how much God loved me, sending his Son to die on the cross for

ME!! I didn't need a priest or nuns or confession to another

person, I could talk to God directly and he would hear me. I

didn't have to buy candles to light to get someone out of

Purgatory - there is no such place!!! I could talk and pray to the

Creator of the Universe because He loves me. So from my

standpoint, my faith is drastically different from my parents -

from what I remember. But keep in mind, most of my experience

was after my dad died and my mom slipped downhill for years.
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Tell me about a time you
volunteered for something
that nobody else wanted to

do.

That’s actually happened quite a few times in my life. I was

never afraid of doing things I knew I could handle or do better

than what was being done. Some of it got me in trouble, like the

pictures below would indicate. For the women that worked for

me at American Greetings, one year I bought them tee shirts and

Christmas presents. The shirts were a spin off Charlie’s Angels

and apparently other people in the department were not happy

with that. When I took over as Supervisor, I wanted people to

have fun and enjoy work. I thought these little gestures would

make people happy, not create jealousy. One year I had an Easter

egg hunt and inside the plastic egg was a number. At lunch time

people received a gift that matched the number. One

Thanksgiving, I set up little paper mache turkeys and brought in
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a rubber dart gun for people to shoot the turkeys. Back to the

question though. After we moved to Brunswick, the

neighborhood Pool Association was looking for a President. The

current one moved out of the neighborhood and none of the

other officers wanted to step up. Although my only real pool

experience was a bad one with Larry’s pool, I thought I could

handle it. The first year was awesome. No major breaks in the

pool hardware, people were great, summer was so fun and fall

brought a close to the pool. Then it started — all the problems.

The city of Brunswick was opening a Rec Center in the center of

town. For $50 a year you become a member with Indoor and

Outdoor pools. Our little pool was only for the summer and cost

$150 for 90 days of swimming if it did not rain. Over half the

neighborhood backed out of our pool organization. As a result,

we had to close the pool. No one was around to upkeep so it fell

on me. I cut the grass all year, weed wacked around the pool,

bought mosquito repellant to throw in the old water so bugs did

not breed there. And Brunswick would not help. I even went to

them as a safety issue but they refused. The next spring we

decided to move to Hinckley, but I had the albatross hanging

around my head. What do I do? So I organized all the paperwork I

could find in the files, wrote a compelling letter to city

managers, included keys to the pool and building and dropped

off at the front desk of city hall on the day we moved. It took two

years but Brunswick eventually came in, demolished and filled in
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the pool and converted the land to a picnic area. I guess you

could put Gideons International in that answer too. No one really

wanted to step up, so I did. That one I thoroughly enjoyed.

Making a difference not only in Medina County but around the

world. PJ and I made a good team for the Camp these past seven

years.
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What was a situation or
accomplishment in your

career you were really
proud of?

There have been several Big Deals that I have always been

proud of in my sales career. I mentioned one earlier in this book

of winning the Locomotive Award with my first company

Bruhnke & Silver. I had two others with D & B. A really big new

product sale to Sherwin Willams that covered every region of

stores across the country and with AGA Gas where we did a

phone campaign for their headquarters calling customers across

the country. At the time, two of the biggest deals in company

history. But the big Kahuna is no doubt getting the Cleveland

Clinic as a client for UCB, my last company to work for. I not only

secured collection business but a program of outsourcing where

we called and took incoming calls from patients all out of our

office in Toledo. At the same time, we also set up a denial
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program for them and at the peak of business we employed over

50 people for this one account. THEN, because of our great

performance we secured another program for the Clinic out of

our Costa Rica office. During the process of getting the off shore

business, we had to take the Director of Patient Accounts to

Costa Rica for several in person meetings. At the peak for that

project, we employed another 75 off shore. It was extra

gratifying for me because during the previous 10 years of trying

to get their business, I had a new boss that thought he was the

King of Sales. He wrote me up in a special report saying I was not

calling on the right person at the Clinic and he took me out to

lunch to listen to v/m’s of people I should be calling. Then I had

to sign a form saying what he said was true. As it turns out, the

names he threw at me were not decision makers and I was on the

right path all along. That made these deals even sweeter.
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What are the top 5 things
that you and your spouse

have in common?

Well first of all, I hit a home run when I married PJ. While

there are at least five things we have in common, there are also

things that are very different about us. That balance I believe is

important too. But first in common would be our faith. To have

Jesus be a partner in our marriage is the base, the rock and the

foundation. I remember when Pastor Wes was giving us marriage

counseling, he said our marriage should be a triangle with Jesus

at the top. Second I guess would be the love of our children. We

both want what’s best for them, and even though they are

different paths in life we continue to always say ‘but what about

the kids?” Our sense of humor and outgoing personalities would

be next. We both love to have fun and I think in a room full of

people, you would know where we are even if not together.

Success driven would be another similar trait. Pam is such a hard
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worker no matter the job or task. From all her career changes,

each one was a vital part of where she is today, one of the top

realtors in North East Ohio. Let’s round this question out with

Love of Food. PJ loves to cook it and I love to eat it. We are going

on year 39 so this combination must be a pretty good formula.

But you have to find the right partner. I’m sure glad I DID.
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What was it like moving to
Brookwood? What does it
feel like living there now?

Well this question comes just as we are in the middle of

moving to our new home in Brookwood. After 22 years in

Hinckley, we had to make the difficult decision because of my

health. A very emotion packed decision and to be honest a very

quick one. From the Hinckley standpoint, I hated even the

thought of moving for two reasons. One, PJ loved that place. How

we updated the last few years, how she lovingly grew her yard of

gardens into a beautiful park-like setting. All the rooms we had

to entertain. The uniqueness of Hinckley. I can't even guess how

many times she came home from showing houses to say I love

where we live. All that made me sad to think we had to leave. The

second reason is I knew how awful it would be to sort, throw

away, pack and move all our stuff. It was worse than I

imagined!!! Without our kids taking the lead we could not have
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done it. As for Brookwood, if you are going to downsize, a 3000

square foot condo with 3 bedrooms and 2 1/2 baths is a great way

to go. We were able to use our group of contractor friends and

contacts to get the condo completely re done in record time.

Today it is completely painted, all new first floor hickory wood

floors, all new second floor carpeting, all new kitchen cabinets,

appliances and lighting!!! Brookwood is known as a swim and

tennis community with 175 lovely spread out condos. Some of

the most influential people live here, but we snuck in. So our new

adventure starts now. I hope to share many good memories with

my bride and family. Below are pics of Little Fish Acres and our

new digs in Brookwood (still being worked on).
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